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Please wait for it, the audio will start
automatically but takes a couple of minutes to load. Read this page and it the audio should
start soon, thank you for your patience, your servant, Dan
______________________________________________________________________________
It is not difficult and not some other worldly sound. In fact a really close relative to our Savior's
Name is the name we all know and is found in the Old Testament of the King James Bible -JOSHUA
Back when the translators were putting the KJV together they correctly, for that time,
transliterated, phonetically, His Name. The letter "J" used to be sounded out as we do the "Y" in
today's modern English. For example, the name JOHN, would be Yawn, phonetically, with the
"J" making the YaH sound.
So, with this change in the sound of the Letter "J" the name changes in sound. To restore the
KJV to a closer sounding of this Name, the same Name our Savior was given it would appear as
YOSHUA.
Then when we understand the English and other had the habit of dropping a "key" letter from the
Name, the "H" we can restore this letter and we have YHOSHUA, or YaHOSHUA, the small "a"
standing in for a vowel to help in the pronunciation.
Some say His Name as YaH u shua , or YaHushua and you can see where this comes from -looking at the "o" in the name Joshua -- and this s the way it is presented in the Hebrew text for
the Old testament name, Joshua -- Hebrew transliterated to English, YeHushua.
THE NAME is really the first part, the YH, and this part of the NAME is not definable, and the
Jew say this part of His Name is not pronounceable(for them) and is the reason the "H" is
dropped, but the last part, the "shua", is definable and means "salvation".

This part, "salvation" has other ways of being expressed but the YH, or YaH, of His Name is that
same part we find in YH-WH which is to say, YaH Causes to Be.
His Name is being mis-handled by those dropping this all important letter, H, and should be
restored by the reader.
Thus, the name Yeshua should become, YaHshua, or even YHshua and even, YaHushua as
another choice which does not change the NAME.
The last part, "ushua" having the same meaning and equivalent to saying "salvation" or "savior".
The name Yeshua -- without the "H" -- is found in the Hebrew to mean only "salvation", while
the name YaHoshua, YaHshua, or YaHushua all mean, YaH is Salvation, or YaH is Savior.
Once you see this it is not difficult to pronounce the Name of our Savior and this too will lead to
the corrected pronunciation of the Name YHWH, or YaHWeH.
A simple rule to follow and remember when reading English translations -- When you come the
term, LORD, in all caps it is supposed to read, YHWH (YaHWeH) and when you read this same
term in small caps, Lord, it is the same meaning and application as the Hebrew word for
"adonay". Lord YHWH, or my Lord is YHWH, not my Lord is my LORD.
There is a Name be which all must be saved Acts 4:12 There is not other Name and those who
insist it does not matter are wrong. And those who insist that Name of Salvation, pointing to and
glorifying our Heavenly Father is the false name JESUS are also wrong. Even if we accept the
argument that we do not know the absolute and correct and perfect pronunciation of His Name
today does not excuse the use of a Name that is so far off of the mark as to be a different name
completely. Our best knowledge of today is that YaHshua, or YaHushua, or Yahoshia, or
YeHushua is kin to the absolute and correct pronunciation and that the other names being so
scrambled as to be completely different names and not even close to His Name and the Name of
His Father, our Father.
Perfect pronunciation? So long as we are a people of different languages and these languages
have various dialects and flavors there will be slight variations in what we hear from person to
person but never does any of these variations completely change His Name, as does this bogus
name JESUS, or IESUS, which is pronounced by others in the world as Hey-Zeus. The leap
from JESUS, pronounced by most as Geez-us is far removed from Hey-Zeus, neither of which is
even close to YaHWeH, or YaHshua, or YaHushua.
See the article, All Hail Zeus
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